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TIE Assessment 
Technology Impact and Efficacy Assessment 

A Member Benefit 
As an ATLIS member benefit, your school is invited to participate in the TIE Assessment for no 

cost ($1500 value). This tool provides a benchmark score for your school among other ATLIS 

member schools in the areas of EdTech Impact, IT Operations and Data Security. In addition, 

this assessment provides predictive analysis to focus your staff on strategies that are likely to 

bring about the greatest change in those areas. 

School Requirements 
● 15 minute Faculty/Staff survey 

● 15 minute Student survey 

● Approximately 1-3 hours of information gathering from IT 

● Approximately 30 minutes of information gathering from finance 

(budget, staffing, spending) 

● Approximately 30 minutes of information gathering from curriculum 

leadership/registrar (test score & attendance summaries) 

● Approximately 30 minutes of leadership team (institutional values) 

● NO PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION IS GATHERED (See our Privacy 

Statement at www.educollaborators.com/privacy ) 
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Learn More.. 
To learn more about the value and simplicity of the TIE Assessment, please watch this 

informative 3 minute 30 second video at www.educollaborators.com/TIEadminvideo. 

Custom Insights 

Unique to the TIE Assessment, each school weighs the importance of various edtech virtues, 

such as digital citizenship, design thinking, and performance on academic tests, and we then 

calculate your EdTech Impact score to reflect your performance relative to what your school 

values, rather than compliance to an external model. 

In addition to the report, each school will speak with a consultant who will personally analyze the 

data for the school, providing additional context and insights beyond those in the report. 

Why Predictive Analytics are Better 
Most educational data products give you reflective data. They can tell you where your score is 

low or high. However, focusing on an area of low performance may not actually have a 

significant impact on your community. The recommendations in TIE look at each variable and 

its relationship with other variables so that we recommend strategies that are most likely to 

raise other areas of performance as well and have the greatest overall impact in your school. 

About Educational Collaborators 
Educational Collaborators is a global consulting and professional development company. We 

are a preferred partner of Lenovo, HP, Google and Microsoft, among others. The Technology 

Impact and Efficacy (TIE) Assessment was created as a low cost way to help schools measure 

the impact of their technology programs. Over 1,000 schools and districts have sought our 

assistance with one-to-one programs, technology audits, and professional development. 
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